
variable description values

year year of stop yyyy

pct precinct of stop 1 through 123

ser_num UF-250 serial number nnn

datestop date of stop mmddyyyy

timestop time of stop hhmm

city location of stop city 1 - Manhattan

2 - Brooklyn

3 - Bronx

4 - Queens

5 - Staten Island

sex suspect's sex 0 - female

1 - male

race suspect's race 1 - black

2 - black Hispanic

3 - white Hispanic

4 - white

5 - Asian/Pacific Islander

6 - Am. Indian/Native

dob suspect's date of birth mmddyyyy

age suspect's age nnn

height suspect's height in inches nnn

weight suspect's weight in pounds nnn

haircolor suspect's haircolor 1 - black

2 - brown

3 - blonde

4 - red

6 - white

7 - bald

8 - sandy

9 - salt and pepper

10 - dyed

11 - frosted

1 - black

2 - brown

3 - blue

4 - green

5 - hazel

6 - gray

7 - maroon, pink, violet

8 - two different

build suspect's build 1 - heavy

2 - musuclar

3 - medium

4 - thin

othfeatr suspect's other features [string]

frisked was suspect frisked?

searched was suspect searched?

contrabn was contraband found on suspect?

pistol was a pistol found on suspect?

riflshot was a rifle found on suspect?

asltweap was an assault weapon found on suspect?

knifcuti was a knife or cutting instrument found on suspect?

machgun was a machine gun found on suspect?

othrweap was another type of weapon found on suspect

List of Variables



arstmade was an arrest made?

arstoffn offense suspect arrested for [string]

sumissue was a summons issued?

sumoffen offense suspect was summonsed for [string]

crimsusp crime suspected [string]

detailcm crime code description see attached

perobs period of observation in minutes nnn

perstop period of stop in minutes nnn

pf_hands physical force used by officer - hands

pf_wall physical force used by officer - suspect on ground

pf_grnd physical force used by officer - suspect against wall

pf_drwep physical force used by officer - weapon drawn

pf_ptwep physical force used by officer - weapon pointed

pf_baton physical force used by officer - baton

pf_hcuff physical force used by officer - handcuffs

pf_pepsp physical force used by officer - pepper spray

pf_other physical force used by officer - other

cs_objcs reason for stop - carrying suspicious object

cs_descr reason for stop - fits a relevant description

cs_casng reason for stop - casing a victim or location

cs_lkout reason for stop - suspect acting as a lookout

cs_cloth reason for stop - wearing clothes commonly used in a crime

cs_drgtr reason for stop - actions indicative of a drug transaction

cs_furtv reason for stop - furtive movements

cs_vcrim reason for stop - actions of engaging in a violent crime

cs_bulge reason for stop - suspicious bulge

cs_other reason for stop - other

rf_vcrim reason for frisk - violent crime suspected

rf_othsw reason for frisk - other suspicion of weapons

rf_attir reason for frisk - inappropriate attire for season

rf_vcact reason for frisk-  actions of engaging in a violent crime

rf_rfcmp reason for frisk - refuse to comply w officer's directions

rf_verbl reason for frisk - verbal threats by suspect

rf_knowl reason for frisk - knowledge of suspect's prior crim behav

rf_furt reason for frisk - furtive movements

rf_bulg reason for frisk - suspicious bulge

sb_hdobj basis of search - hard object

sb_outln basis of search - outline of weapon

sb_admis basis of search - admission by suspect

sb_other basis of search - other

ac_proxm additional circumstances - proximity to scene of offense

ac_evasv additional circumstances - evasive response to questioning

ac_assoc additional circumstances - associating with known criminals

ac_cgdir additional circumstances - change direction at sight of officer

ac_incid additional circumstances - area has high crime incidence

ac_time additional circumstances - time of day fits crime incidence

ac_stsnd additional circumstances - sights or sounds of criminal activity

ac_rept additional circumstances - report by victim/witness/officer

ac_inves additional circumstances - ongoing investigation

ac_other additional circumstances - other

forceuse reason for force 1 - defense of other

2 - defense of self

3 - overcome resistence

4 - other

5 - suspected flight



6 - suspected weapon

inout was stop inside or outside 0 - outside

1 - inside

trhsloc was location housing or transit authority 0 - neighter

1 - housing authority

2 - transit authority

premname location of stop premise name [string]

addrnum location of stop address number [string]

stname location of stop street name [string]

stinter location of stop intersection [string]

crossst location of stop cross street [string]

addrpct location of stop address precinct [string]

sector location of stop sector 1 through 21

beat location of stop beat nnn

post location of stop post nnn

xcoord location of stop x coord nnnnnnn (1983 state plane, feet, long 

island)

ycoord location of stop y coord nnnnnnn (1983 state plane, feet, long 

island)

typeofid stopped person's identification type 1 - photo id

2 - verbal id

3 - refused to provide id

othpers were other persons stopped, questioned or frisked ?

explnstp did officer explain reason for stop?

repcmd reporting officer's command 1 through 999

revcmd reviewing officer's command 1 through 999

offunif was officer in uniform?

offverb verbal statement provided by officer (if not in uniform)

officrid id card provided by officer (if not in uniform)

offshld shield provided by officer (if not in uniform)

radio radio run

recstat record status 0 - original value A

1 - original value 1

linecm count >1 additional details

All variables with no values listed have the following values: 0 - no

1 - yes



Crime CodesCrime CodesCrime CodesCrime Codes

1 ABANDONMENT OF A CHILD 58 LOITERING
2 ABORTION 59 MAKING GRAFFITI
3 ABSCONDING 60 MENACING
4 ADULTERY 61 MISAPPLICATION OF PROPERTY
5 AGGRAVATED ASSAULT 62 MURDER
6 AGGRAVATED HARASSMENT 63 OBSCENITY
7 AGGRAVATED SEXUAL ABUSE 64 OBSTRUCTING FIREFIGHTING OPERATIONS
8 ARSON 65 OBSTRUCTING GOVERNMENTAL ADMINISTRATION
9 ASSAULT 66 OFFERING A FALSE INSTRUMENT

10 AUTO STRIPPING 67 OFFICIAL MISCONDUCT
11 BIGAMY 68 PETIT LARCENY
12 BRIBE RECEIVING 69 POSSESSION OF BURGLAR TOOLS
13 BRIBERY 70 POSSESSION OF EAVES DROPPING DEVICES
14 BURGLARY 71 POSSESSION OF GRAFFITI INSTRUMENTS
15 COERCION 72 PROHIBITED USE OF WEAPON
16 COMPUTER TAMPERING 73 PROMOTING SUICIDE
17 COMPUTER TRESPASS 74 PROSTITUTION
18 COURSE OF SEXUAL CONDUCT 75 PUBLIC DISPLAY OF OFFENSIVE SEXUAL MATERIAL
19 CPSP 76 PUBLIC LEWDNESS
20 CPW 77 RAPE
21 CREATING A HAZARD 78 RECKLESS ENDANGERMENT
22 CRIMINAL CONTEMPT 79 RECKLESS ENDANGERMENT PROPERTY
23 CRIMINAL MISCHIEF 80 REFUSING TO AID A PEACE OR POLICE OFFICER
24 CRIMINAL POSSESION OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 81 RENT GOUGING
25 CRIMINAL POSSESSION OF COMPUTER MATERIAL 82 RESISTING ARREST
26 CRIMINAL POSSESSION OF FORGED INSTRUMENT 83 REWARD OFFICIAL MISCONDUCT
27 CRIMINAL POSSESSION OF MARIHUANA 84 RIOT
28 CRIMINAL SALE OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 85 ROBBERY
29 CRIMINAL SALE OF MARIHUANA 86 SELF ABORTION
30 CRIMINAL TAMPERING 87 SEXUAL ABUSE
31 CRIMINAL TRESPASS 88 SEXUAL MISCONDUCT
32 CUSTODIAL INTERFERENCE 89 SEXUAL PERFORMANCE BY A CHILD
33 EAVES DROPPING 90 SODOMY
34 ENDANGER THE WELFARE OF A CHILD 91 SUBSTITUTION OF CHILDREN
35 ESCAPE 92 TAMPERING WITH A PUBLIC RECORD
36 FALSIFY BUSINESS RECORDS 93 TAMPERING WITH CONSUMER PRODUCT
37 FORGERY 94 TAMPERING WITH PRIVATE COMMUNICATIONS
38 FORGERY OF A VIN 95 TERRORISM
39 FORTUNE TELLING 96 THEFT OF SERVICES
40 FRAUD 97 TRADEMARK COUNTERFEITING
41 FRAUDULENT ACCOSTING 98 UNLAWFULLY DEALING WITH FIREWORKS
42 FRAUDULENT MAKE ELECTRONIC ACCESS DEVICE 99 UNAUTHORIZED RECORDING
43 FRAUDULENT OBTAINING A SIGNATURE 100 UNAUTHORIZED USE OF A VEHICLE
44 GAMBLING 101 UNAUTHORIZED USE OF COMPUTER
45 GRAND LARCENY 102 UNLAWFUL ASSEMBLY
46 GRAND LARCENY AUTO 103 UNLAWFUL DUPLICATION OF COMPUTER MATERIAL
47 HARASSMENT 104 UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF RADIO DEVICES
48 HAZING 105 UNLAWFUL USE OF CREDIT CARD, DEBIT CARD
49 HINDERING PROSECUTION 106 UNLAWFUL USE OF SECRET SCIENTIFIC MATERIAL
50 INCEST 107 UNLAWFUL WEARING A BODY VEST
51 INSURANCE FRAUD 108 UNLAWFULL IMPRISONMENT
52 ISSUE A FALSE CERTIFICATE 109 UNLAWFULLY DEALING WITH A CHILD
53 ISSUE A FALSE FINANCIAL STATEMENT 110 UNLAWFULLY USE SLUGS
54 ISSUING ABORTION ARTICLES 111 VEHICULAR ASSAULT
55 JOSTLING 112 OTHER
56 KIDNAPPING 113 FORCIBLE TOUCHING
57 KILLING OR INJURING A POILCE ANIMAL







Further Notes 
 

Stop-and Frisk 2014 
 
1. Location Coordinates 
 

The x- and y-coordinates contained in the 2014 data file are coded using the 1983 State Plane 
Coordinate System 1983 (feet).  All five boroughs are located in the Long Island Zone (3104).  
Conversion calculators from these to latitude and longitude coordinates are available online.  See 
example link below. 
 

www.earthpoint.us/StatePlane.aspx 
 
 
2. Automation of Reports 

 

Stop-and-Frisk reports from 2014 were prepared by officers using the attached UF-250 form.  The 
automation and processing of these forms has varied and produced differences in the content of 
the data files.  See below for further details. 
 
The NYPD deployed a city-wide, entry-based records management system for the collection of 
Stop-and-Frisk data in January of 2006.  Records from that point on have system-generated 
location coordinates, a suspected crime field, and a system-generated code for the officer 
preparing the report.   
 
Prior to the city-wide implementation of the entry-based system, selected precincts participated in 
testing the system during 2004 and 2005.  Records from these precincts will have the suspected 
crime field as well as the system-generated code for the officer preparing the report. 
 
Records from part of the last quarter of 2003 and from all precincts not  participating in the 
testing of the records management system were automated by a vendor.  Entry fields such as the 
address of the stop, crime suspected, and stopping officer’s command for these periods were 
entered as found on the form by vendor coders. 
 
Records from the first three quarters of 2003 and part of the fourth quarter of 2003 were entered 
by a central processing unit and do not contain location coordinates or a suspected crime field. 
 
 
3. Duplicate Records 
 

Content duplicate records have been removed from all of the files. 
 
 
4. Matching Statistical Snapshot 
 

File record counts may not match statistical snapshots from the NYPD website due to differences 
in the date of file creation and the removal of duplicate records from the downloadable files. 
 
 

*This text adapted from the NYPD Stop-and-Frisk Notes. 
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